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Summary-A non-linear network is proposed for simulating the response of electrochemical cells in
differential-pulse polarographic (DPP) analysis. The response of a DPP analyser connected to the
dummy cell is a bell-shaped current peak (I,,) located at any desired point along the potential-scan range.
Approximate model calculations of the expected I p as a function or lhc dummy-cell paramclcrs arc in
good agreement with measured data. It is suggested that the dummy cell could be useful in the analytical

laboratory and during studies for improving DPP analysers.

sponse must be dependent on the scan potential in

such a way that the maximum response (vis-il-vis
DPP) is obtained at a preselected potential. The first
requirement could be met by including a capacitor in
the dummy cell to simulate the transient diffusion-
dependent current produced in response to the pulse
excitation. The second requirement calls for the in-
clusion of a non-linear response with respect to the
voltage applied across the dummy cell. This could be
accomplished with a diode network that would switch
from a state of cut-off to a state of conductance at a

given potential.

THE DUMMY CELL

The design of the proposed dummy cell follows the
concept outlined above. It was found that the design
could be simplified by allowing a connection to the
electronics earth (ground) besides the normal connec-
tion to the terminals for the working, reference and
auxiliary electrodes. The consequence of using this
approach is that the response of the dummy cell will
depend not only on the potential difference between
the working electrode (WE) and reference electrode
(REF) but also on the potential of these electrodes
with respect to the ground potential of the system.
Since these voltages are dependent on the electronic
design of each particular polarographic analyser, it is
not possible to offer a universal dummy cell that will
be suitable for operation with any polarograph. How-
ever, once the concept of operation of the proposed
dummy cell is comprehended, it is relatively simple to
modify the design of the cell so that it can be used in

conjunction with polarographic analysers of different
designs. The particular dummy-cell design given here
is directly compatible with potentiostats in which the

WE is at ground, (or virtual ground) potential.4.7-9
The polarographic analyser used in this study is of

this design. It includes a three-electrode potentiostat,
an amplifier, and analogue gates to generate the exci-
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Differential pulse polarography (DPP) has been
shown to have great potentialities as an analytical
tool for the determination of trace heavy metalsl.2
and other compounds.3 In this voltammetric method,
the electrochemical cell is subjected to a pulse-type
potential-scan which produces large transient cur-
rents, thereby increasing the sensitivity of analysis.
The signal-to-noise ratio is further improved by
applying a differential modeoroperation in which the

background current preceding the potential-pulse
period is subtracted from the pulse current.4

A typical DPP polarogram for a single oxidation-
reduction reaction is a bell-shaped current peak,
located at a characteristic potential Ep which is a
function of Et of the reaction and other parameters of

the experimental conditions and electrochemical reac-
tions involved.s This characteristic response is not
reproduced when a classical dummy cell (composed of
a linear RC network6) is substituted for the electro-
chemical cell. The classical dummy cell being a linear
network, its response is independent of the scan
potential. Consequently, the response obtained with
such a dummy cell is constant, except for the transient
currents at the beginning and end of the scan. Such a
cell therefore cannot be used as a means of testing the
operation of polarographic analysers in the DPP

mode.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the

possibility of devising an electrical dummy cell that
would reproduce the normal DPP response of an
electrochemical cell. It was deemed necessary for the
response of the polarographic analyser, when loaded
by the dummy cell, to be a current peak located at
any desired point. on the potential-sweep range. To

meet these goals, the dummy ceQ must reproduce the
behaviour of the real electrochemical cell in at least
two respects: (a) it should simulate the response of the
cell to a pulsed potential-excitation, and (b), its re-

.To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Fig. I. Proposed dummy cell (a) and equivalent linear circuit used in model calculations (b) (for meaning

of V ,. see Appendix).

in view of the fact that the response could be easily

measured, but because in practical applications it

would be desirable to have a rough estimate of the

peak current (1 p), and peak-current potential (Ep), we

present in the Appendix an approximate derivation of

these parameters. In most cases, however, determi-

nation of the components of the dummy cell by trial

and error will probably be preferred.

EXPERIMENTAL

Instruments and cells

The dummy cell was tested in conjunction with a Ben-
Gurion University Model El204 polarographic ana-
lyserS.1o to which a Rekondenki Model BW-II x-y plotter
was connected. A standard power supply was used as the
buck-off voltage source (VB). The dummy cell was con-
structed from standard electronic components.

DPP procedure
All measurements were made with Epul.e = 50 mY,

E.,ep= 10mY, t=640msec.S,IO The potential scan was
started at VREF = 1400 mY and terminated at
VREF = 200 mY. Vu was set to 1500 mY.

tation potentials and process the current response in
differential mode. The design is similar to the one
described by Vassos4 except that the potential scan is
not a linear ramp on which the pulses are superim-
posed, but rather a staircase waveform as described
earlier.5.8.lo

The dummy cell (Fig. la) comprises a resistor (R,
resistance R), a capacitor (C, capacitance C), two
diodes (Dl, Dl), and a bucking-off voltage source that
could be a battery, a floating power supply or a
grounded power supply ( Vu). The diodes form a
switch that blocks the passage of the excitation pulses
to the RC network (and to the WE) when Vu is nega-
tive with respect to VREF (referred to ground and the
WE). Current pulses will be fed to the WE when Vu is
sufficiently positive with respect to the REF electrode
for Dl to be conducting. Thus with ideal diodes con-
duction should occur only at the voltage of Vu, but
because of the exponential nature of real diode con-
duction curves at emf below 0.6 V, the conduction
window is broadened, giving the peak shape displayed
by a DPP polarogram.

No attempt has been made to conduct an accurate
mathematical analysis of the response of the proposed
dummy cell to the pulsed-potential excitation used.
Such an analysis, which must take into account the
non-linearity and non-ideality of the practical diodes

used, could be done by standard numerical-analysis
methods. Such a treatment was deemed superfluous,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The response of the polarographic analyser, when
loaded by the proposed dummy cell and operated in

the DPP mode, was a bell-shaped current peak with
an amplitude dependent on the series resistance
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Fig. 2. DPP current response obtained with proposed dummy cell, for various resistors, R

VB = 1500 m V. Peaks are located at about VREF = 800 m V.

(Fig. 2). When VB (Fig. 1) was 1.5 V. the current peak
was obtained at Ep = 0.8 Vas expected (see Appen-
dix). The normalized peak current (Fig. 3) was found
to be dependent only on t and Epulo.. as predicted

from the derivation given in the Appendix. However.
the functional relationship between I';C and tR
( = CR) did not follow exactly the predicted values
obtained from the approximate analysis given in the
Appendix. This is attributed to the fact that the ap-
proximate derivation does not allow for variations of

Rd along the V-I curve for the diodes. Nonetheless.
the values predicted by the linear model were close to

the measured ones when Rd is between 6 and 10 kg,

which was the actual range of Rd.
Besides determining the current peak-height, the

charging time-constant also had a marked effect on
the shape of the I p curve (Fig. 2). The width at half-
height (~Et) increased as a function of 'CR (Fig. 4),
ranging from about 200 mY for 'CR = 0 to about

550 mY for 'CR = 250 msec. It should be noted, how-
ever, that long time-constants are inconsistent with
the approximate analysis given in the Appendix,
which assumes that the response for each pulse is
independent of that for the preceding pulse. By the

25050 150 2001000

TR ' msec

Fig.3. Calculated and measured peak response (IPjC) as a function of charging time-constant, TR = RC.

Solid line: model calculation; O 9.4 JlF; O 23.2 JlF; .11.6 JlF; I:. 14.1 JlF; x 18.8 JlF.
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Fig. 4. Current-peak width at half-height (~Et>. as a function of charging time-constant TR = RC. D

9.4 .uF; ~ 11.6 .uF; 0 18.8 .uF; x 23.2.uF. Solid line is a least-squares fit of the data to an exponential

curve.

least-squares fitting technique. the dEt vs. tR function
was approximated by an exponential function of the
form:

dEt = Vorr + V max [1 -exp(at)] (1)

The best fit (Fig. 4) was obtained for Vorr = 178.9 mY;
V max = 557.1 mY; a = -4.608 sec-1.

This relationship is presumably a result of the
exponential nature of the characteristic V-I curves of
the diodes.11.12 No attempt was made to derive an

analytical expression for dEt.
A general comparison cannot be made between the

DPP response obtained with an electrochemical cell
and the one obtained with the proposed dummy cell,
because the electrochemical response is a function of
the particular experimental conditions used.1.13 Com-
parison between the I p obtained with the dummy cell
and the I p range found in an ASY analysis conducted
with the same analyser and a glassy-carbon elec-
trode,1 ° showed that an I p range of a few .uA corre-

sponds to a heavy metal concentration range of few
ng/ml for a 30-sec deposition time. The dEt pre-
viously obtained with an electrochemical cell1o was
about 70 mY, whereas the range 200-500 mY was
obtained in this study. However, these comparisons
are superficial since the DPP response is extremely
sensitive to the particular experimental conditions
used.

A closer examination of the processes which deter-
mine the response of the electrochemical cell and the

dummy cell reveals that the mathematical relation-
ships are of different nature. The time-dependence of
the diffusion-controlled current in response to a

potential step is proportional to IIJt,14.1s whereas
the charging current of the dummy-cell capacitor is
proportional to exp( -tit) (see Appendix). The I p re-

sponses could be made equal for any given experi-
mental conditions, but the equality may break down
if any of the experimental parameters, say Es.ep, Epulse
or the excitation-pulse forms, is changed.

Notwithstanding the different processes which con-
trol the response of the real cell and the proposed

dummy cell, the latter can be extremely useful in par-
ticular experimental situations. A typical problem
which arises during a set of DPP measurements is to
locate the source of trouble when malfunction occurs.
An important step in a systematic procedure for pin-
pointing the reason for an analytical difficulty is to
determine whether the source of the trouble is the
analyser or the electrochemical cell. This could be
easily accomplished by using the proposed dummy
cell for testing the analyser response independently of
the electrochemical cell. Since the analyser response
when connected to a dummy cell is predetermined,
any deviation from normal operation, such as a
change in amplifier gain, incorrect scan-potential or
waveform, or a malfunction of the differential proces-
sor, will cause a change in the standard response. The
proposed dummy cell can also be applied in instru-
mentation studies aimed at improving the sensitivity
or noise-rejection capability of DPP analysers.8.16 In
such studies it is imperative to obtain a reproducible

response during many measurements that may extend
over a long period of time. Under these conditions,

the real electrochemical cell may prove to be inconve-
nient, owing to problems associated with the long-
term stability and reliability of reference and working
electrodes. Hence, in such situations, the application
of the proposed dummy cell could be beneficial. How-
ever, since the response of the proposed dummy cell is
only a first approximation to that of the electro-
chemical cell, care should be taken to examine the
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extent to which the dummy cell is capable of simulat-

ing the real cell in any given experimental conditions.

APPENDIX

where 11 = initial integration delay (20 msec), ~ = I/f =
period of power-line frequency (50 Hz in our case). Hence:

I p [ ( 11 ) ( 11 + ~
)JC = (E,,"lo. + Eo..,,} exp -"'i" -exp r- (A.4}

which predicts that the normalized peak current (with
respect to C) will be dependent only on E,,"lo, and "
given that 11 and, are fixed for a given polarographic

analyser.8
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Approximate analysis of the dummy cell

The analysis is done on an equivalent circuit (Fig. Ib)
which is based on a linear, piecewise approximation of the
dummy cell network.13.14 The peak current will be
obtained when the two diodes just about reach the edge of
conductance; i.e., when

VREF~VB-2V, (A.l)

where V, is the break-point of the V-I characteristic curves
for the diodes.

The V-I characteristic curves of the IN4001 diodes used
here show a voltage break at approximately 350 mY and a
dynamic resistance range of 5-10 k.Q. It should be noted
that this break-point at low current levels is at a much
lower voltage than the 0.6 V break-point usually assumed
for silicon diodes. This fact is well known 11.12 and is attri-

buted to different conduction mechanisms in the silicon

p-n junction.
The V-I characteristic curve of a diode and resistor in

series, which represents the case in hand, seems to justify
the linear piecewise equivalent circuit used in the approxi-
mate analysis.

The potential pulse, superimposed on this VREF (equation
A.I) will drive Dl into conduction and will charge C
through R. This charging current is amplified by the input
circuit of the polarograph and processed by the analyser to
produce the output response. It is assumed that the base-
line current, which is subtracted from the pulse response, is
zero, since the diodes were at the edge of conductance until
the pulse appeared.

Since C, which simulates the diffusion process, is large,
the voltage fluctuation across it will be relatively small, i.e.,
it is assumed that C does not charge appreciably during
the pulse period. Hence, D2 will remain at the edge of
conduction during the pulse period. An approximate value
for I p---ar more accurately, the upper limit of I p-{;an thus
be derived by calculating the charging current of C
through (R + Rd) assuming that the current through D2 is
zero, and that the response to the preceding pulse exci-
tation has already subsided.

The charging current will thus be:

I = (E"ep + Epul..)exp ( -: ) (A.2)

c R + Rd f

where E"ep = step height, Epul.. = pulse height, f =

(R + Rd)C.
The response output of the polarograph is obtained by

integrating the input current over one cycle of the power-

line frequency:
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